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Abstract

Based on plasma density data from the Cosmos-900 satellite we have analyzed the spatial distribution of the ionospheric tur-

bulence in a form k�b, where k is wave number and b is the fractal index. In this case spatial scales (� k�1) are ranging from 15 to 300

km at the satellite height h ¼ 450–500 km. Depending on season, local time and seismic activity the index hbi varies in the interval

1.3–1.9. Then we have considered the slope of the spatial distribution for electric field turbulence observed on board the IK-24

satellite (h ¼ 500–700 km, scales of several meters). Supposing a simple connection between the power spectrum density of the

plasma and the electric field we find hbi ¼ 1:2–1:7. Remembering that from observation on board the Aureol-3 satellite ([Radio

Science 20 (1985) 755]; h ¼ 500–700 km, scales 10–300 m) b ¼ 1:7–1:9 both for the plasma density and electric field variations, we

conclude that the ionospheric turbulence is a unique process in a large interval of scales from hundreds km to several meters and the

b-dependence is similar to the classic Kolmogorov’s turbulence b ¼ 5=3. Intensification of the turbulence near the magnetic equator
is definitely connected with the presence of the equatorial density anomaly (EA) but existence of the regular moderate level aside of

EA and at the mid-latitude ionosphere invokes a possibility of another energy source, probably atmospheric gravity waves.

� 2004 Published by Elsevier Ltd.
1. Introduction

It is known that oscillating plasma density irregular-

ities (dn ¼ nðr; tÞ � n0Þ and fluctuations of electric fields

ðe ¼ Eðr; tÞ � E0) exist in the ionosphere (e.g. Kelley,

1989), where n0 and E0 are averaged (background) val-
ues of the density and electric field respectively. Of

course the corresponding fluctuations of the magnetic

field appear as well, but they are connected directly with

the electric field variation. A variety of density irregu-

larities in the low-latitude ionosphere were observed on

the ground using either conventional ionosphere

sounding (so-called equatorial F-spread effect), by

recording of incoherent radar scattering signals or by
scintillation technique (Kelly, 1989; Basu et al., 1981;

Fejer and Kelley, 1980; Fejer, 1997). As suggested by
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Kelley (1985), the space scales (wave number spectrum)

of the irregularities can be divided into four distinctive

wavelength regimes: long (space scale LP 20 km),

intermediate (L ¼ 20–100 km), transitional (L ¼ 100–10

m), and short (L from 10 m up to 0.1 m). There are

evidences of similar F-spread phenomena in the mid-
latitude area. A review of results using ionosonde

observations can be found, for example, in the paper by

Bowman (1990). The observations of intense irregular-

ities using the multiple-beam 46.5 MHz MU radar in

Japan (Fukao et al., 1991) are particularly interesting.

The authors reported periodic uplifting of the midlati-

tude F-region with high velocities (up to several hundred

meters per second) and irregularities down to scale sizes
of the radar backscatter length of 3 m. In situ mea-

surements on board satellites and rockets have given

great contribution to the present understanding of the

ionosphere dynamics. As concerned with long-wave re-

gime, the most interesting feature is the so-called

‘‘bubble’’ upwelling structures (L > 100 km; Kelley
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et al., 1981; Tsunoda et al., 1982; Tsunoda, 1983).

Simultaneous satellite and radar recordings show that

these large structures and small-scale irregularities are

located in the same area near the equatorial anomaly

(EA) of the plasma density, where rather large ion drift

velocities Vi � 30–100 m/s are also registered (see refer-

ences in Kelley, 1989). Large vertical and longitudinal
gradients in the ion concentrations were observed below

the F-peak with the retarding potential analyzer on the

satellite OGO-6 (Hanson and Sanatani, 1973). The ion

density fluctuation measurements have been performed

at wavelengths ranging from 70 m to 7 km (McClure

et al., 1977; Dyson et al., 1974). Plasma density data

from 50 orbits on the Dynamic Explorer II satellite have

been analyzed as applied to equatorial F-region irregu-
larities with transverse spatial scales greater than about

1 km (McDaniel and Hysell, 1981). Recent analysis of

ion number density measurements made by the retard-

ing potential analyser aboard the AE-E satellite at alti-

tudes above 350 km and below 300 km (Kil and Heelis,

1998) has revealed the existence of longitude variations

attributable to F region dynamics. The effect is seen

most dramatically in the suppression of occurrence
probabilities at altitudes above 350 km in the longitude

regions where interhemispheric winds in the magnetic

meridian are the largest. There were probe measure-

ments of electrostatic potential fluctuations (Kelley and

Mozer, 1972; Dyson et al., 1974) at wavelengths from

a few meters to a few kilometers in the low-latitude

ionosphere. In particular, vector electric fields in the

frequency range (F ) from 10 to 500 Hz were measured
on the 400 km altitude polar orbiting OV1-17 satellite

(Kelley and Mozer, 1972) and Holtet et al. (1977)

demonstrated association between F-spread properties

and electrostatic noise near low hybrid frequency

(FLHR � 10–15 KHz). Hoegy et al. (1982) reported on

the measurement of fluctuating electric fields on board

the DE satellite, where in one example the satellite tra-

versed a series of spread F-bubbles and simultaneously
recorded electric field structures with wavelengths of 2–

30 m. Recently Aggson et al. (1996) presented electric

field data from the San Marco D spacecraft in terms of

structure and dynamics of ionospheric plasma (between

500 and 800 km) depletions associated with night side

equatorial spread F. They measured two dc electric field

components in the zonal flow (westward and eastward)

and found bifurcations of these depletions. Rather use-
ful information on multi-scale near-equatorial F-spread

turbulence was obtained from the frequency spectra of

electron density and electric field fluctuations observed

on rockets (see reviews Kelley, 1989, and Hysell, 2000).

It is usually supposed that frequency spectrum which is

recorded on the moving platform with velocity V0,
represents k-distribution in a manner x0 ¼ 2pF 0 � kV0
(so-called Taylor hypothesis), where F 0 is the observed
frequency of the variations and k is the wave number
along the direction of the movement. Thus power

spectrum density in a conventional form � ðF 0Þ�b can be
converted in the spatial distribution � k�b with the same
exponent b (fractal index). Jahn and LaBelle (1998) have
recently presented the first rocket measurements of

equatorial F-spread irregularities at altitudes above 600

km. Power spectra of the electron density fluctuations
shows dual-power law behaviour with b indices changed
from b ¼ 1:7 frequencies below 60 Hz to b ¼ 5 at higher

frequencies. The electric field fluctuations in their

experiment had spectral indices ranging from 3 to 4.

Unfortunately such rocket flights are not very regular

events. So we will use the same approach in our research

but apply it for richer statistics of satellite observations.

As far as the authors know, only one paper by Cerisier
et al. (1985) was published on the same subject, in which

electron density and electric field variations on board

the Aureol-3 satellite were analyzed in the frequency

range 30–1000 Hz (scales of 10–300 m). They found

b ¼ 1:7–1:9 for the distribution of both parameters.

However they analyzed only one case at h � 600 km and

at a rather high magnetic latitude U � 63�. Preliminary
results of our research on the connection between
plasma density-electric field variations and EA from the

observation on the satellite IK-24 were recently pub-

lished by Molchanov et al. (2002). Here we pay main

attention to b-statistics from the data obtained on board

the Cosmos-900 and IK-24 satellites.
2. Results of Cosmos-900 observation

The satellite Cosmos-900 was operated from 30.03.

1977 to 11.09.1979. It had a near-polar orbit (inclination

83� and range of altitude 320–540 km. Plasma density

analyzer had a measurement range from 101 cm�3 to

5 · 10�6 cm�3 (see details in Afonin et al., 1999) and

sampling rate was 1 per/s, that corresponded to space

resolution of about 7 km. First of all we have selected
data, which are free from telemetry and equipment

malfunction, saturation and so on and which are regis-

tered the along orbital segments with magnetic latitu-

dinal interval ±40� around the magnetic equator. As a

result we have analyzed 1387 orbital segments during

mainly the years of 1977–1978. Examples of registra-

tions are shown in Fig. 1. Two main features of the

recordings are a two-hump equatorial anomaly (spatial
scale is about 1000 km) and bubbles with scale of hun-

dreds km. In order to reveal smaller-scale variations we

construct the variance Va ¼ hDn2i and power spectrum

density CnðFnÞ for a set of frequencies Fn ¼ 1=Tn,
Tn ¼ 2; 3; 4; . . . ; 45 s, where Dn ¼ n� nt and nt is running
mean in the window ±45 s. In usual assumption (see

Introduction) spatial scales Ln ¼ V0Tn our averaging

window corresponds to ±300 km spatial interval, which
is selected to exclude the influence of the EA and large
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Fig. 1. Examples of the data and b-fitting procedure.
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bubbles. Then we determine b-value as a logarithmic

slope of the CnðTnÞ dependence. Examples of b-fitting
procedure are also presented in Fig. 1. For convenience

we plot V ¼ log Va as an indicator of the turbulence
intensity. Two intervals of the b-fitting have been

investigated 2–45 and 3–27 s. It is evident that the first

interval is better for the data with moderate variance,

but the second interval is preferable for the data with

large variance. The probable reason is that EA is con-
nected with bubbles and their k-distribution is a little bit
different from the distribution for small scales. The

connection between turbulence intensity and normalized

size of EA is demonstrated in Fig. 2. Taking into ac-
count that EA-humps are usually �10–15� in latitude

aside of the magnetic equator we assume here normal-

ized EA size as 10ðlogNmax � logNminÞ=ðlogNmax þ
logNminÞ, where Nmax is the maximum value of the

electron in the latitudinal interval ±15� (value of the EA
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Fig. 2. Dependence of the turbulence intensity (log. variance) on the

normalized size of EA ¼ 10ðlogNmax � logNminÞ=ðlogNmax þ logNminÞ,
where the maximal and minimal densities are in a margin of ±15�
around the magnetic equator.
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hump) and Nmin is the minimum value in the same

interval (as usual at the magnetic equator). Then total b-
statistics is shown in Fig. 3a. After it we demonstrate the

b-statistics for different and separate sets of data. The

first is separation on the seismic orbits, which happened

around the time (±7 days) and the position (±15�) of
large earthquakes with magnitude MP 6 (EQ hereaf-
ter), and nonseismic orbits. It is presented in Fig. 3b.

Next is b-statistics in dependence on season (Fig. 4) and

local time (Fig. 5). Note that for daytime we have only a

few orbits, it is explained by our requirement to exclude

the data exceeding saturation level. At last we show the

averaged b and V -values in connection with seismicity

(Fig. 6). It seems there is a weak tendency for decrease of

the b-value and a more regular tendency of decrease in
the turbulence intensity in association with selected

seismic events.
3. Results of IK-24 observation

As mentioned above the comprehensive analysis of

the IK-24 data was recently published by Molcha-
nov et al. (2002). The satellite had near-polar

inclination � 83� and a range of altitudes from 500 to

2500 km. Plasma density analyzer was nearly the same

as in Cosmos-900 satellite and ELF-VLF electric field

analyzer was described in several papers (e.g. Mol-

chanov et al., 1997). In this paper we produced only

analysis of the channels E1 (F ¼ 10 KHz) and E2

(F ¼ 15 kHz). Examples of the results are shown in
Fig. 7. We have found an intensification of electric field

turbulence in the near-equatorial region and on the

poleward gradients of the EA. While an association of
the turbulence with seismicity is not so clear (we found

it only for a few cases), a connection of the electric

turbulence with EA is doubtless. Fig. 8 presents a

relation of the electric field turbulence regions to the
position of EA. Then we have tried to estimate the slope

of electric field amplitude spectrum by comparison of E1

and E2 values in maxima of both the near-equatorial and

shifted anomalies. Using the above-mentioned relation

EðF Þ � F �b � k�b it is easy to find:

b ¼ 2 logðA1=A2Þ= logðF2=F1Þ þ a

where A1 and A2 are the signal amplitudes after back-

ground (noise) reduction and the constant a contains

information on the coefficients of amplification and
bandwidth. The result is shown in Fig. 9. As can be seen

the averaged values of electric field spectrum slope is
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b ’ 3:2–3:6 and it does not so critically depend on the
turbulence type and altitude.
4. Relationship between fractal index b and b

Let us try to find a relationship between the fractal

index b for electric field oscillations and the similar

index b for density oscillations. We produce it in the so-
called hydrodynamic approximation, i.e. assuming that

the properties of charged plasma particles j¼ e (elec-

trons), i (ions) are described by equations of continuity
and motion. Supposing as usual quasi-neutrality

(ne ¼ ni ¼ n) and iso-thermal condition (Te ¼ Ti ¼
T ¼ const) the equations are

on=ot þrðnVÞj ¼ Qj � an2 ð1Þ
dVj=dt ¼ ðq=mÞjðEþ Vj � B0Þ � mjVj � C2

j ðrn=nÞ þ g
ð2Þ

where Q is ionization coefficient, Cj ¼ ðT=mjÞ1=2 is
thermal velocity, a is recombination coefficient,
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Fig. 9. IK-24 results. Fractal dimension b in dependence on the sa-
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mj are collision frequencies and g is acceleration of

gravity. Furthermore we use the current continuity
equation, which is reduced to the following for
qi ¼ �qe ¼ q,

rðnVÞi ¼ rðnVÞe ð3Þ
leading to the conclusion:

Qe ¼ Qi ¼ Q ð4Þ
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After neglecting the two last right terms in (2), we have

traditionally used the following relations:

VjðxÞ ¼ bMj?E? þMjzEz

bMj? ¼ 1

B0ð1þ X 2
j Þ

Xj 1

�1 Xj

� �
Mjz ¼ 1=B0Xj
Xj ¼ ðmj � ixÞ=xcj

xcj ¼ qB0=mj

ð5Þ

Here B0 ¼ B0ẑ and in the whole ionosphere Xi � Xe,
therefore Vzi=Vze ¼ �Xe=Xi ¼ �be � me=mi � 1. Taking

it into consideration let us use now the current conti-

nuity, Eq. (3), hence:

rzðnVziÞ ¼
be

be þ 1
½r?ðnV?eÞ � r?ðnV?iÞ�

on=ot þ 1

be þ 1
r?ðnVÞi þ

be

be þ 1
r?ðnVÞe

’ on=ot þr?ðnVÞi ¼ Q� an2

ð6Þ

Then after linearization and for spectral components:

n ¼ n0 þ dn V?i ¼ V0 þ v?i Q ¼ Q0 þ DQ
dnk=n0 ¼ ðkv?i þ iDQ=n0Þ=ðx � kV0 þ ixrÞ
xr ¼ 2an0

ð7Þ

As concerned with Q0 at nighttime it is mainly due to

flux of the hot electrons J ¼ nhVh. This flux produces

ionization in the layer Dz, thus

Q0 ¼ Jh=Dz ¼ j0=ðqDzÞ j0 ¼ qJh ¼ qnhVh

Q0 ¼ an20i nh=n0i ¼ xrDz=ð2VhÞ
Dz ¼ j0=ðaqn20iÞ � 1020j0=½n20iðcm�3Þ�

ð8Þ

Now we are going to estimate the input from the impact

ionization and we need in a model of the alternative

source DQ supposing for simplicity some modulation by
the Alfven wave in the magnetosphere.

(A) The natural model where Alfven waves modulate

the flux velocity, i.e.

Vh ¼ Vh0 þDVz DQ¼ nhDVz=Dz¼ ðnh=n0mÞjzA=ðqDzÞ
jzA ¼ ikrzeðoExm=ozÞðixlrze � k2Þ ’ ikExm=ðlCAmÞ
iDQ=n0i ¼�ðnh=n0iÞ½kCAm=ðxci;mDzÞ�ðExm=B0mÞ

ð9Þ
Using the following relation from (5),

kv?i ¼ kExiAðXiÞ=B0
AðXiÞ ¼ hXi=ð1þ X 2

i Þi
ð10Þ

we have

kv?i þ iDQ=n0 ¼ kv?ið1þ DÞ

D ¼ � nh
n0i

CAm
Axci;mDz

B0i
B0m

Exm
Exi

ð11Þ

In the upper ionosphere A ’ Xi ’ �ix=xci and

D ¼ iðxr=xÞðCAm=2VhÞðExm=ExiÞ, but in the middle
ionosphere (h � 100–200 km) A ’ 1 and

D ¼ �ðxr=xci;mÞðCAm=2VhÞðExm=ExiÞ. It is easy to

find that in both cases jDj � 1.

(B) Lysak (1991) and Pokhotelov et al. (2000) suggested

other model:

DQ ¼ jzA
qDz

ð12Þ

We estimate it for the turbulence inside the iono-

sphere, A � 1, hence:

D ¼ � n0m
n0i

CAm
xci;mDz

B0i
B0m

Exm
Exi

¼ � C2
Am

CAixci;mDz
n0m
n0i

B0i
B0m

bxm
bxi

� 1 ð13Þ

As a result, using (7) we can write the connection

between density and electric field turbulence, which

are observed on the moving satellite with velocity V0
as follows:

ðdnk=n0Þ2 ¼ T ðxk � x0; kÞE2
k

T ¼ k2= ðxk

��� � x0Þ2 1
�

þ X 02
i

����
x0 ¼ kV0

X 0
i ¼ mi

�
� i xk

�
� x0��=xci

ð14Þ

where isotropic turbulence is supposed: hE2
xi ¼ hE2

y i
and it is evident that x0 is the frequency of observed

variations, if group velocity Vg of the turbulent

waves is small, i.e.:

Vg ¼ oxk=ok � V0 ð15Þ
There are two main possibilities. Taking into con-

sideration that mi � xci at the satellite heights

(h > 350 km) the first possibility is:

Vph ¼ xk=k � V0 xk � x0 ð16Þ
In this case of small phase velocity

T ¼ ðx2
ci=V

2
0 B

2
0Þ=ðx2

ci þ k2V 2
0 Þ ð17Þ

and ðdnk=n0Þ2 ’ E2
k if x0

6xci. It means the k-distri-
bution of the density and electric field variations is

the same. Here xci ¼ 2pFci is an effective ion cyclo-

tron frequency, which varied from the value Fci � 40

Hz (daytime near the equatorial F-layer, main ion

constituent Oþ) to Fci � 500 Hz (night-time, polar

region, main ionHþ). So we can expect that similarity
of the density and electric field k-spectrum could be

kept up to F 0 � 50–100 Hz in the near-equatorial

ionosphere at the altitudes 500–700 km. Probably it is

a case of the Aureol-3 data. But if x0 P xci then

ðdnk=n0Þ2 ’ E2
k=k

2 and the expected spectrum of the

density is sharper than that for electric field turbu-

lence, b ’ b þ 2. However, for our IK-24 observation

just an opposite case is probable, when:

xk ’ xres � x0 � xci T ’ k2x2
ci=ðx4

resB
2
0Þ ð18Þ
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where xres is frequency of electrostatic oscillation

above low hybrid resonance angular frequency xLHR

(xLHR < xres < xce). In this case ðdnk=n0Þ2 ’ k2E2
k

and

b ’ b � 2 ð19Þ
It is easy to find that the condition (15) in our case

can be true because of:

k ¼ x0=V0 6 10 m�1

xk ¼ xres=ð1þ k20=ak2Þ
1=2 ’ xresð1� k20=2ak2Þ

k0 ¼ xce=c ’ 10�2 m�1

oxk=ok ’ CAðk0=kÞÞ3 � V0

ð20Þ
5. Discussion

Let us summarize the results of satellite observations

on the turbulence slope in the following table:
Satellite Type of turbulence Frequency (Hz) H (km) Scale bðEÞ bðnÞ
Cosmos-900 nk 0.02–0.5 320–540 15–300 km 1.3–2.0

Aureol-3 nk, Ek 10–500 500–700 15–700 m 1.7–1.9 1.7–1.9

IK-24 Ek, (nk) 10–15 500–700 0.5–0.7 m 3.2–3.6 1.2–1.6
Similarity of the density slope in the large scope of

scales suggests a possibility of the ionospheric turbu-

lence development similar to the classic Kolmogorov’s

turbulence (Kolmogorov, 1941). Note that the classic

value of b ¼ 5=3 is shown in Fig. 3a in comparison with

our averaged observational values. We will try to discuss

this possibility in a future paper. We will suppose that

atmospheric gravity waves (AGW) are not ‘‘seeding’’
but forcing reason of the nonlinear turbulence devel-

opment. On this way a connection of the EA and smaller

scale turbulence means that the turbulence has largest

scale (like a scale of an ‘‘obstacle’’ in the laminar flow in

classic theory). As concerned with our assumption on

existence of the electrostatic oscillations above xLHR it

was extensively discussed in several papers (Costa and

Kelley, 1978; Sperling and Goldman, 1980). At last
a connection with seismicity can also be explained by

change of the AGW forcing during the processes of

the EQ preparation, as it is discussed in the paper by

Mareev et al. (2002).
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